Brief Overview

It takes immense pleasure introducing LEADERS for Supplies and
Trading S.A.E., which has more than 18 years of experience as
suppliers of the most innovated technologies for surface
preparation using Sandblasting, related Airless painting
equipment, Blasting Abrasive, shot blasting machines, high
pressure water jet machines. In addition of serving a wide well
known names at these fields.
In addition of serving a wide pioneer names at these fields. Our
products are from the strongest industrial areas such as Germany,
UK, USA, India, Korea, Australia and Taiwan.

Vision
To be the well-known company in surface
preparation consultancy in addition to machines
supplier in Africa and Middle East, within five
years.

Our goal is to contribute to the advancement and
progress of our customers, by supplying products
of the best quality, durability, on top of that the
lowest prices .

Vision and Mission

Mission

Vendors

Surface preparation world has non stoppable
innovations; in every single second, there is a new
invention to make work easy, simple, adequate on top of
that in a high quality.
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We believe in compatibility of several products to
reach integrity, here in after a set of surface preparation
tools even by sand blasting, high pressure water jetting or
closed systems, moreover the coating
system equipment for a clean, neat long lasting surface.
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From its beginnings in 1941 as the Clementina Company, a San Francisco - based equipment-rental enterprise,
Clemco has developed into a worldwide manufacturer of the best abrasive-blasting machinery in the industry.
With a constant emphasis on quality, safety and continuous improvement, Clemco sets the performance
standard for abrasive blasting around the globe.
Keeping pace with the progression of industry, Clemco consistently offers high-performance solutions to its
customers. We provide engineered solutions tailor-made to a wide range of surface treatment needs:
preparation, cleaning, peening and finishing.

Products

Our company, Hasco, established in 1991, has been specializing in the production of equipment related to fluid
injection, conveying and extrusion sectors for more than 20 years, and with the HASCO brand due to the result
of service and innovative business operation based on customer trust. We have continued to grow our
business, and our products are global markets, providing professional solutions for the injection, transfer and
extrusion of fluids in the construction, shipbuilding, automotive and general industries.
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Airless sprayer

Extruder

Accessories

Line Striper

Electric Airless
sprayer

Products

Airless sprayer

Lianyungang Jinhong Mining Co., Ltd. is located in Donghai County, Lianyungang City, Jiangsu, China.
We are an large-scale Rock mineral manufacturer, integrating garnet mining, separation, sales and scientific
research, participated by a well known state-owned enterprise. Our main products are rutile, garnet and
omphacite.
The company`s registered capital is 130 million RMB, with a total investment of 300 million RMB.
We have the most advanced mining equipment and mineral separation technology, with top production
capacity in the same industry.
We own over 500 acres mining area, with the plant covering an area more than 200 acres;
the production workshop more than 20,000 square meters, with other auxiliary facilities about 5000 square
meters; living area of 30 acres, and construction area about 6000 square meters.
Our annual output of raw ore is 600,000 tons, including 300,000 tons Almandine Garnet; 150,000 tons of
Omphacite concentrate; 10,000 tons rutile, with titanium dioxide grade over 90%; 6,700 tons ilmenite, with
titanium dioxide grade over 40%.

Products

Founded in 1949 by Paul Hammelmann in Oelde, Westphalia, the company decided to start manufacturing highpressure pumps and cleaning systems in 1955, thus laying the foundations of the current business.
Hammelmann became a pioneer in the field of hydrodynamics and was responsible for many trailblazing
innovations.
The DP 60 was the first pump produced in Oelde. It had an operating pressure of 60 bar and a flow rate of 60
l/min and was used for cleaning applications in the paper industry. Today, we can achieve operating pressures
of over 4000 bar and flow rates up to 3000 l/min with Hammelmann high-pressure pumps.
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Major Customers

Business Name :
Business Address :
Nature of Business :

Hassan NASHED
Villa no. 7119, Street no. 17, Al Moqattam,
Cairo, Egypt

Supplies and Trading

Experience :

20 Years

Contact Numbers :

S.A.E
Telefax:
Mobile:

+2 02 250 41 410
+2 02 250 41 411
+20122 239 444 1

Email :

info@leaders-egy.net

Website :

www.leaders-egy.net

Business Profile

Kind of Ownership :

Thank You

